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Important environmental decisions always involve judgments about incommensurable benefits and costs over long time horizons. Cost–benefit analysis, CBA, is one tool for supporting such decisions. In such analyses, costs and benefits of a given policy are computed from the present into the far future, taking into account the expected dynamics of the ecosystem and the economy.
Cost-benefit analysis is controversial for environmental issues, but is nevertheless employed by many governments and private organizations for making environmental decisions. Controversy centers on the practice of economic discounting in CBA for decisions that have substantial long-term consequences, as do most environmental decisions. Customarily, economic discounting has been calculated at a constant exponential rate, a practice that weights the present heavily in comparison with the future. Recent analyses of economic data show that the assumption of constant exponential discounting should be modified to take into account large uncertainties in long-term discount rates.
The process of computing a CBA for an environmental project or policy is as follows. First, the net benefit generated by the project or policy at each point in time is calculated. This time series of net benefits includes all of the benefits and costs of the project or policy at each point in time, in a common unit (usually currency).
The next step is to determine the discount rate at each point in time. The CBA, however, requires future discount rates instead of past discount rates. Future discount rates are projected using various time-series models calibrated on past discount rates. The time series of projected future discount rates is used to compute the discounted sum of net benefits over time from the project or policy. It is important to realize that the projected future discount rate is a random variable. Because the future discount rates are a random variable, the discounted net benefit is a random variable. Therefore, one must compute a mathematical expectation over the uncertainty of future net benefits in order to compute discounted net benefit.
In CBA, as in all other areas of science, models are simplifications of reality that are subject to diverse biases and errors. Users of CBA should recognize two profound sources of model uncertainty for policy evaluation of ecosystem services:
1.	1. The true process that generates future ecosystem services is uncertain and may possess regime shifts or irreversible changes. Models of future ecosystem services are uncertain, and cannot be adequately discriminated by existing data.
1.	2. The true process that generates future discounting rates itself is uncertain, so models of future discount rates are uncertain. Data cannot distinguish among different discount models that have dramatically different consequences for long run valuation in CBA.




Table 1. Results of simple example projecting the value of an environmental project over 100 years using two scenarios for the discount rate.

Quantity	Scenario 1	Scenario 2	Probability-weighted average of scenarios
Discount rate r	0.10	0.01	
Posterior probability calculated from historical data	0.99	0.01	
Discount factor w(t=100) calculated by equation 1	0.000045	0.37	0.99 x 0.000045 +
+ 0.01 x 0.37 = 0.0037
Average discount rate			ln[w(t=100)]/100 = 0.056
Projected value of $1, 
exp(r x 100)	$22 026	$2.72	$270.42

The key point is that the effective discount rate will decline at approximately the minimum possible discount rate after a long period has elapsed. This has powerful impact on the outcome of CBA, as illustrated by the example above.



